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Abstract— In large-scale distributed execution environments
such as multicluster systems and grids, resource availability
may vary due to resource failures and because resources may
be added to or withdrawn from such environments at any
time. In addition, single sites in such systems may have to
deal with workloads originating from both local users and from
many other sources. As a result, application malleability, that
is, the property of applications to deal with a varying amount
of resources during their execution, may be very beneficial
for performance. In this paper we present the design of the
support of and scheduling policies for malleability in our KOALA
multicluster scheduler with the help of our DYNACO framework
for application malleability. In addition, we show the results of
experiments with scheduling malleable workloads with K OALA
in our DAS multicluster testbed.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Application malleability, that is, the property of applications
to use varying amounts of resources such as processors during
their execution, is potentially a very versatile and beneficial
feature. Allowing resource allocation to vary during execution, malleability gives a scheduler the opportunity to revise
its decisions even after applications have started executing.
Increasing the flexibility of applications by shrinking their
resource allocations, malleability allows new jobs to start
sooner, possibly with resources that are not going to be usable
during their whole execution. Making applications able to benefit from the resources that appear during their execution by
growing their allocations, malleability also helps applications
terminate sooner. In addition to these very general advantages,
malleability makes it easier to deal with the dynamic nature
of large-scale distributed execution environments such as
multicluster systems, and more generally grids. In this paper,
we present the design of the support for malleability in our
KOALA [1] multicluster scheduler by means of the inclusion
of our DYNACO framework [2] for application malleability,
and the design and analysis of two scheduling policies for
malleable applications.
In execution environments such as multiclusters and grids,
the availability of resources varies frequently [3]. In addition to
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failures, resources may be allocated (or released) by concurrent
users, and organizations may add or withdraw (parts of)
their resources to/from the resource pool at any time. In
any of these cases, malleability allows applications to benefit
from appearing available resources, while gracefully releasing
resources that are reclaimed by the environment. Malleability
thus holds a great promise in strategies to more performant
execution in multiclusters. Besides, malleable applications give
schedulers the opportunity to increase system utilization.
On the one hand, despite that several approaches have been
proposed to build malleable applications [2], [4], [5], [6], [7],
[8], virtually no existing multicluster and grid infrastructures
are able to benefit from this property. Consequently, many
applications embed their own specific scheduler and submit
bulks of jobs in order to build dynamic resource management
on top of existing infrastructures. On the other hand, most
of the previous work on scheduling malleable applications
does not handle the challenges that appear in the context of
multicluster systems. Specifically, issues such as the selection
of a suitable cluster for each job and resilience to background
load due to local users are often not taken into account.
Furthermore, many proposed approaches have only been tested
with simulations, and an assessment of the overhead due to the
implementation of grow and shrink operations are commonly
omitted.
Our contributions in this paper are the following. First,
we present an architecture and an actual implementation of
the support for malleability in grid schedulers, showing the
benefits of the modular structure of KOALA as a by-product.
Second, we present two policies for managing malleability in
the scheduler, one which hands out any additional processor
to the malleable jobs that have been running the longest, and
one that spreads them equally over all malleable jobs; each of
these policies can be combined with one of two approaches
which either favour running or waiting jobs. Third, we evaluate
these policies and approaches in combination with KOALA’s
worst-fit load-sharing scheduling policy with experiments in
the DAS3 [9] testbed. These experiments show that a higher
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utilization and shorter execution times can be achieved when
malleablity is used.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
states more precisely the problem addressed in this paper,
and Section III reviews the state of the art of malleability
in resource management in multicluster and grid systems.
Section IV describes the KOALA grid scheduler and the
DYNACO framework, which are the starting points of our
work. Section V describes how we support malleability in
KOALA, and details the malleability management approaches
and policies that we propose. Section VI presents the experimental setup, and Section VII discusses our experimental
results. Finally, Section VIII makes some concluding remarks
and points to future work.
II. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
In multicluster systems and more generally in grids, there
may be various types of parallel applications that can benefit
from being able to change their processor configuration after
they have started execution. Malleability of parallel applications may yield improved application performance and better
system utilization since it allows more flexible scheduling
policies. In this paper, we propose and compare scheduling approaches that take into account malleable applications in order
to assess such benefits. In this section, we first classify parallel
applications in order to distinguish malleable applications, and
then we address several aspects of malleable applications that
should be taken into account by a resource management or a
scheduling system.
A. Classification of Parallel Jobs
Following the well-known parallel job classification scheme
presented in [10], we consider three types of jobs, namely,
rigid, moldable, and malleable. A rigid job requires a fixed
number of processors. When the number of processors can be
adapted only at the start of the execution, the job is called
moldable. Similar to rigid jobs, the number of processors
for moldable jobs cannot be changed during runtime. Jobs
that have the flexibility to change the number of assigned
processors during their runtime (i.e., they can grow or shrink)
are called malleable.
B. Specification of Malleable Jobs
A malleable job may specify the minimum and maximum
number of processors it requires. The minimum value is the
minimum number of processors a malleable job needs to be
able to run; the job cannot shrink below this value. The
maximum value is the maximum number of processors a
malleable job can handle; allocating more than the maximum
value would just waste processors. We do not assume that
a stepsize indicating the number of processors by which a
malleable application can grow or shrink is defined. We leave
the determination of the amount of growing and shrinking to
the protocol between the scheduler and the application (see
Section V).

C. Initiative of Change
Another aspect that we consider is party that takes the
initiative of changing the size of a malleable job (shrinking or
growing). Either the application or the scheduler may initiate
grow or shrink requests. An application may do so when
the computation it is performing calls for it. For example, a
computation can be in need of more processors before it can
continue. On the other hand, the scheduler may decide that a
malleable job has to shrink or grow based on the availability of
free processors in the system. For example, the arrival of new
jobs to a system that is heavily loaded may trigger a scheduler
to requests currently running malleable jobs to shrink.
D. The Obligation to Change
Requests for changing the size of a malleable job may or
may not have to be satisfied. A voluntary change means that
the change does not have to succeed or does not necessarily
have to be executed; it is merely a guideline. A mandatory
change, however, has to be accommodated, because either the
application cannot proceed without the change, or because the
system is in direct need of the reclaimed processors.
III. R ELATED WORK
Much of the previous research on the problem of scheduling
and allocating resources to malleable jobs has focused on
theoretical aspects [11], [12], [13]. Thus, the results have been
obtained in simulated environments, often neglecting the issues
that arise in real environments such as the effective scalability
of applications and the cost of growing or shrinking. In
this section, we discuss several implementations of malleable
applications and their scheduling in real multicluster systems.
As noted in [14] and in our previous work [2], malleability
helps applications perform better when resource availability
varies. Several approaches have been used to make parallel
and/or multicluster applications malleable. While G R ADS [5]
relies on the SRS [15] checkpoint library, A PP L E S [4] and
A SSIST [6] propose to build applications upon intrinsically
malleable skeletons. With AMPI [7], malleability is obtained by translating MPI applications to a large number of
C HARM ++ objects, which can be migrated at runtime. Utrera
et al. [8] propose to make MPI applications malleable by
folding several processes onto each processor.
A couple of works [4], [5] have studied how to schedule such applications in conjunction with building malleable
applications. Among them, A PP L E S [4] and G R ADS [5]
are somewhat specific as they propose that applications are
responsible to schedule themselves on their own. However,
this approach raises the question of how the system behaviour
and performance would be in case several concurrent malleable applications compete for resources. Furthermore, as
those approaches rely on checkpointing, it is unclear how an
application gets its resources back when it accepts to try a
new allocation. System-wide schedulers do not suffer from
these drawbacks.
Other approaches rely on a system-wide scheduler. Corresponding to the underlying execution model, AMPI uses an
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equipartition policy, which ensures that all jobs get almost
the same number of processors; while the policy in [8] is
based on folding and unfolding the jobs (i.e., doubling or
halving the number of allocated processors). However, those
two approaches rely on the properties of their underlying
execution model. For instance, equipartition assumes that any
application can be executed efficiently with any number of
processors, as it is the case with AMPI; while folding restricts
the number of processes to be divisible by the number of
processors (often a power of 2 for practical reasons), which
is the only way to fold efficiently non-malleable applications.
A more general approach such as the one we propose is more
appropriate in the context of multiclusters.
McCann and Zahorjan [16] further discuss the folding and
equipartition policies. According to their experiments, folding
preserves well efficiency; while equipartition provides higher
fairness. They have proposed in [16] a rotation policy in order
to increase the fairness of the folding policy. However, rotation
is almost impracticable in the context of multiclusters.
As fairness in terms of allocated processors does not imply efficiency, a biased equipartition policy is proposed in
Hungershöfer et al. [17] such that the cumulative speedup
of the system is maximized. It also considers both malleable
and rigid jobs in a single system in [18], and it guarantees to
allocate a minimum number of processors to each malleable
job, such that they are not ruled out by rigid jobs. However,
in multiclusters, it is common that some of the users bypass
the multicluster-level scheduler. The problem of making the
scheduler take into account that incured background load is
not addressed in the works of Hungershöfer et al.
In addition, most of those previous research works [8], [16],
[17], [18] have not considered the combination of malleability
management and load sharing policies across clusters, which
is an issue specific to multiclusters.
IV. BACKGROUND
In this section, we summarize our previous work on a coallocating grid scheduler called KOALA and on the implementation of malleable applications, which is the starting point
of the work reported in this paper. Section IV-A presents the
KOALA grid scheduler, followed by section IV-B that describes
our DYNACO framework that we use to implement malleable
applications.
A. The KOALA multicluster scheduler
The KOALA [1] grid scheduler has been designed for multicluster systems such as the DAS [9]. K OALA job submission
tools employ some of the G LOBUS toolkit [19] services for
job submission, file transfer, and security and authentication.
On the other hand, KOALA scheduler has its own mechanisms
for data and processor co-allocation, resource monitoring, and
fault tolerance.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of KOALA. This architecture
shows auxiliary tools called runners, which provide users with
an interface for submitting jobs and monitoring their progress
for different application types. Runners are built out of a
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Fig. 1.

Overview of the architecture of the KOALA multicluster scheduler.

framework, which serves as a frontend between each runner
and the centralized scheduler. The latter is made of a coallocator (CO), which decides of resource allocations, and of a
processor claimer (PC), which ensures that processors will still
be available when the job starts to run. If processor reservation
is supported by local resource managers, the PC can reserve
processors immediately after the placement of the components.
Otherwise, the PC uses KOALA claiming policy [20], [21]
to postpone claiming of processors to a time close to the
estimated job start time. In its tasks, the scheduler is supported
by the KOALA information service (KIS), which monitors
the status of resources thanks to a processor information
provider (PIP), a network information provider (NIP) and
a replica location service (RLS). Providers connect KOALA
with the multicluster monitoring infrastructure, which can
be G LOBUS MDS or whatever else depending on the used
resource managers.
Within the context of KOALA job model, a job comprises
either one or multiple components that each can run on a
separate cluster. Each job component specifies its requirements
and preferences such as the program it wants to run, the
number of processors it needs, and the names of its input
files.
Upon receiving a job request from a runner, the KOALA
scheduler uses one of the placement policies described below,
to try to place job components on clusters. With KOALA,
users are given the option of selecting one of these placement
policies.
• The Worst-Fit (WF) [22] places each component of a job
in the cluster with the largest number of idle processors.
The advantage of WF is its automatic load-balancing
behaviour, the disadvantage is that large (components of)
jobs have less chance of successful placement because
WF tends to reduce the number of idle processors per
cluster.
• The Close-to-Files (CF) policy [20] uses information
about the presence of input files to decide where to
place (components of) jobs. Clusters with the necessary
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Fig. 2.
Overview of the architecture of the DYNACO framework for
adaptability.

•

input files already present are favoured as placement
candidates, followed by clusters for which transfer of
those files take the least amount of time.
The Cluster Minimization (CM) and the Flexible Cluster
Minimization (FCM) policies [23] have been designed
especially for jobs that may use co-allocation in order to
minimize the number of clusters to be combined for a
given parallel job, such that the number of inter-cluster
messages is reduced. The flexible version decreases in
addition the queue time by splitting jobs into components
according to the number of idle processors.

If the placement of the job succeeds and input files are
required, the scheduler informs a runner to initiate the thirdparty file transfers from the selected file sites to the execution
sites of the job components. If a placement try fails, KOALA
places the job at the tail of a placement queue. This queue
holds all the jobs that have not yet been successfully placed.
The scheduler regularly scans this queue from head to tail to
see whether any job is able to be placed. For each job in the
queue we record its number of placement tries, and when this
number exceeds a certain threshold value, the submission of
that job fails.
B. The DYNACO framework and its use for malleability
In our previous work [2], we have proposed techniques to
implement malleability as a special case of adaptability. Basically, adaptability is an approach for addressing the problem
of the dynamicity of large-scale execution environments. It
consists in the ability of applications to modify themselves
during their execution according to constraints imposed by
the execution environment. Our previous work on abstracting
adaptability [24] has resulted in DYNACO 1 , a generic framework for building dynamically adaptable applications.
As its architecture shows in Figure 2, DYNACO decomposes
adaptability into four components, similarly to the control
loop suggested in [25]: the observe component monitors
the execution environment in order to detect any relevant
change; relying on this information, the decide component
makes the decision about adaptability. It decides when the
application should adapt itself and which strategy should be
adopted. When the strategy in use has to be changed, the
plan component plans how to make the application adopt the
new strategy; finally, the execute component schedules actions
listed in the plan, taking into account the synchronization with
the application code. Being a framework, DYNACO is expected
1 DYNACO
is
available
at
http://dynaco.gforge.inria.fr

the

following

website:

to be specialized for each application. In particular, developers must provide the decision procedure, the description
of planning problems, and the implementation of adaptation
actions. In addition, we have proposed A FPAC [26] as an
implementation of the execute component that is specific to
SPMD applications. Tools provided in I BIS [27], A SSIST [6],
skeleton-based paradigms and similars can be used as well.
As reported in [2], DYNACO and A FPAC have been successfully used to make several existing MPI-based applications
malleable. While not being restricted to this class of applications, DYNACO contributes to reduce the cost of transforming
existing parallel applications into malleable ones when it is
combined with tools such as A FPAC.
V. D ESIGNING S UPPORT FOR M ALLEABILITY IN KOALA
In this section, we present our design for supporting malleable applications in KOALA. First, we explain how we
include the DYNACO framework into the KOALA multicluster
scheduler, and then we present our approaches and policies for
managing the execution of malleable applications, respectively.
A. Supporting DYNACO applications in KOALA
In order to support DYNACO-based applications in KOALA,
we have designed a specific runner called the Malleable
Runner (MRunner); its architecture is shown in Figure 3.
In the MRunner, the usual control role of the runner over
the application is extended in order to handle malleability
operations. For that purpose a complete instance of DYNACO
is included in the MRunner on a per-application basis. A
frontend, which is common to all of the runners, interfaces
the MRunner to the scheduler. We add a malleability manager
in the scheduler, which is responsible for triggering changes
of resource allocations.
In the DYNACO framework, the frontend is reflected as a
monitor, which generates events when it receives grow and
shrink messages from the scheduler. Resulting events are
propagated throughout the DYNACO framework and translated
into the appropriate messages to GRAM and to the application. The frontend catches the results of adaptations in order
to generate acknowledgments back to the scheduler. It also
notifies the scheduler when the application voluntarily shrinks
below the amount of allocated processors.
GRAM is currently not able to manage malleable jobs. We
further discuss this issue in [28]. In this paper, for the sake
of simplicity and despite the poor reactivity of that solution,
the MRunner manages the malleable job as a collection of
GRAM jobs of size 1. Upon growth, the MRunner submits
new jobs to GRAM. When it receives active messages from
GRAM, it transmits the new collection of active GRAM jobs
(i.e. the collection of held resources) to the application. In
order to reduce the impact on the execution time, interactions
with GRAM overlap with the execution of the application
and suspension of the application does not occur before
all the resources are held. To do so, GRAM submissions
launch an empty stub rather than the application’s program.
The stub is turned into an applicication process during the
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Fig. 3.

The architecture of the Malleable Runner with DYNACO in the K OALA multicluster scheduler.

process management phase, when resources are recruited by
the application. That latter operation is faster than submitting
a job to GRAM as it is relieved from tasks such as security
enforcement and queue management. Conversely, upon shrink,
the MRunner first reclaims processors from the application;
then when it receives shrunk feedback messages, it releases the
corresponding GRAM jobs. Again, interactions with GRAM
overlap the execution, which resumes immediately.
B. Job Management
Upon submission of an application to KOALA, whether it is
rigid, moldable or malleable, the initial placement is performed
by one of the existing placement policies as described in
Section IV-A. In the placement phase of malleable applications, the initial number of processors required is determined
considering the number of available processors in the system.
Specifically, given a malleable application, the placement
policies place it if the number of available processors is at
least equal to the minimum processor requirement of the
application.
In the job management context, the malleability manager
is responsible for initiating malleability management policies
that decide on how to grow or shrink malleable applications.
Below, we propose two design choices as to when to initiate
malleable management policies, which give Precedence to
Running Applications over waiting ones (PRA) or vice versa
(PWA), respectively.
In the PRA approach, whenever processors become available, for instance, when a job finishes execution, first the
running applications are considered. If there are malleable
jobs running, one of the malleability management policies is
initiated in order to grow them; any waiting malleable jobs
are not considered as long as at least one running malleable
job can still be grown.
In PWA approach, when the next job j in the queue
cannot be placed, the scheduler applies one of the malleability
management policies for shrinking running malleable jobs in
order to obtain additional processors. Those shrink operations
are mandatory. If it is however impossible to get enough
available processors in order to place job j taking into account
the minimum sizes of the running jobs, then the running
malleable jobs are considered for growing by one of the
malleable management policies. Whenever processors become
available, the placement queue is scanned in order to find a
job to be placed.

In both approaches, in order to trigger job management, the
scheduler periodically polls the KOALA information service. In
doing so, the scheduler is able to take into account dynamically
the background load due to other users even if they bypass
KOALA. In addition, in order not to stress execution sites when
growing malleable jobs, and therefore, in order to leave always
a minimal number of available processors to local users, a
threshold is set over which KOALA never expands the total
set of the jobs it manages.
C. Malleability Management Policies
The malleability management policies we describe below
determine the means of shrinking and growing of malleable
jobs during their execution. In this paper, we assume that
every application is executed in a single cluster, and so,
no co-allocation takes place. Consequently, the policies are
applied for each cluster separately.
1) Favour Previously Started Malleable Applications
(FPSMA): The FPSMA policy favours previously started
malleable jobs in that whenever the policy is initiated by
the malleability manager, it starts growing from the earliest
started malleable job and starts shrinking from the latest started
malleable job. Figure 4 presents the pseudo-code of the grow
and shrink procedures of the FPSMA policy.
In the grow procedure, first, malleable jobs running on the
considered cluster sorted in the increasing order of their start
time (line 1), then the value of the number of processors to
be allocated on behalf of malleable jobs (i.e. growV alue) is
offered to the subsequent job in the sorted list (line 3). In reply
to this offer (the job itself considers its maximum number of
processors requirement), the accepted number of processors
are allocated (lines 4 − 5) on behalf of that job. Then the
growV alue is updated and checked whether there are more
processors to be offered (lines 6 − 8).
The shrink procedure runs in a similar fashion; the differences with the grow procedure is that the jobs are sorted in
the decreasing order of their start time (line 1), and rather than
allocation, the accepted number of processors are waited to
be released (line 5).
2) Equi-Grow & Shrink (EGS): Our EGS policy attempts
to balance processors over malleable jobs. Figure 5 gives the
pseudo-code of the grow and shrink procedures of that policy.
When it is initiated by the malleability manager, it distributes
available processors (or reclaims needed processors) equally
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procedure FPSMA GROW(clusterN ame, growV alue)
1. List ← malleable jobs running on
clusterN ame, sorted in the increasing order
of their start time
2. for each (Job in List) do
3.
send grow request (growV alue) to Job
4.
get accepted number of processors from
Job
5.
initiate processor allocation for Job
6.
growV alue = growV alue - accepted
7.
if growV alue == 0 then
8.
break

procedure EQUI GROW(clusterN ame, growV alue)
1. List ← malleable jobs running on
clusterN ame, sorted in the increasing order
of their start time
2. jobGrowV alue ← growV alue/size (List)
3. growRemainder ← remainder(growV alue, size (List))
4. for each (Job in List) do
5.
bonus ← 1 if i < growRemainder;
0 otherwise
6.
send grow request (jobGrowV alue + bonus)
to Job
7.
get accepted number of processors from
Job
8.
initiate processor allocation for Job

procedure FPSMA SHRINK(clusterN ame, shrinkV alue)
1. List ← malleable jobs running on
clusterN ame, sorted in the decreasing order
of their start time
2. for each (Job in List) do
3.
send shrink request (shrinkV alue) to Job
4.
get accepted number of processors from
Job
5.
wait for Job to release the processors
6.
shrinkV alue = shrinkV alue - accepted
7.
if shrinkV alue == 0 then
8.
break
Fig. 4.

procedure EQUI SHRINK(clusterN ame, shrinkV alue)
1. List ← malleable jobs running on
clusterN ame, sorted in the decreasing order
of their start time
2. jobShrinkV alue ← shrinkV alue/size (List)
3. shrinkRemainder
← remainder(shrinkV alue, size (List))
4. for each (Job in List) do
5.
malus ← 1 if i ≥ growRemainder;
0 otherwise
6.
send shrink request (shrinkV alue + malus)
to Job

Pseudo-code of the FPSMA policy

(line 2) over all of the running malleable jobs. In case
the number of processors to be distributed or reclaimed is
not divisible by the number of running malleable jobs, the
remainder is distributed across the least recently started jobs
as a bonus (line 5), or reclaimed from the most recently started
jobs as a malus (line 5).
The EGS policy is similar to the well-known equipartition
one. The two policies however differ in the following points.
While our EGS policy distributes equally available processors among running jobs, the equipartition policy distributes
equally the whole set of processors among running jobs.
Consequently, EGS is not expected to make at each time all of
the malleable jobs have the same size, while equipartition does.
But equipartition may mix grow and shrink messages, while
EGS consistently either grows or shrinks all of the running
jobs.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section we describe the setup of the experiments
we have conducted in order to evaluate the support and the
scheduling policies for malleable jobs in KOALA. We present
the applications that have been used in Section VI-A, our
testbed in Section VI-B, and the details of the workloads in
Section VI-C.
A. Applications
For the experiments, we rely on two applications that
we have previously made malleable with DYNACO. These
applications are the NAS Parallel Benchmark FT [29], which
is a benchmark for parallel machines based on a fast Fourier
transform numerical kernel, and G ADGET 2 [30], which is a
legacy n-body simulator. Further details on how we have made

get accepted number of processors from
Job
8. for each (Job in List) do
9.
wait for Job to release the processors
7.

Fig. 5.

Pseudo-code of the EGS policy

malleable these two applications can be found in [2]. Figure 6
shows how the execution times of the two applications scale
with respect to the number of machines on the Delft cluster
(see table I). With 2 processors, G ADGET 2 takes 10 minutes,
while FT lasts 2 minutes. The best execution times are
respectively 4 minutes for G ADGET 2 and 1 minute for FT.
While G ADGET 2 can execute with an arbitrary number
of processors, FT only accepts powers of 2. As we have
already stated, we propose that the scheduler does not care
about such constraints, in order to avoid to make it implement
an exhaustive collection of possible contraints. Consequently,
when responding to grow and shrink messages, the FT application accepts only the highest power of 2 processors that
does not exceed the allocated number. Additional processors
are voluntarily released to the scheduler. In addition, the FT
application assumes processors of equal compute power, while
G ADGET 2 includes a load-balancing mechanism.
B. The Testbed
Our testbed is the Distributed ASCI Supercomputer
(DAS3) [9], which is a wide-area computer system in the
Netherlands that is used for research on parallel, distributed,
and grid computing. It consists of five clusters of 272 dual
AMD Opteron compute nodes. The distribution of the nodes
over the clusters is given in Table I. Besides using the 1 and
10 Gigabit/s Ethernet, DAS3 employs the novel local high-
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Apart from workload Wm or Wmr , the only background load
during the experiments is the activity of concurrent users. This
background load does not disturb the measures.
When analysing the PWA approach, we have used two


and Wmr
, which derive respectively from Wm
workloads Wm
and Wmr . In these workloads, inter-arrival time is reduced
down to 30 seconds in order to increase the load of the system.
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VII. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we will present the results of our experiments
for both the Precedence to Running Applications and the
Precedence to Waiting Applications approaches.
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Fig. 6. The execution times of the two applications depending on the number
of used machines.
TABLE I
T HE DISTRIBUTION OF THE NODES OVER THE DAS CLUSTERS .

Cluster Location

Nodes

Vrije University
U. of Amsterdam
Delft University
MultimediaN
Leiden University

85
41
68
46
32

Interconnect
Myri-10G & 1/10
Myri-10G & 1/10
1/10 GbE
Myri-10G & 1/10
Myri-10G & 1/10

GbE
GbE
GbE
GbE

speed Myri-10G interconnect technology. On each of the DAS
clusters, the Sun Grid Engine (SGE) [31] is used as the local
resource manager. SGE has been configured to run applications
on the nodes in an exclusive fashion, i.e., in space-shared
mode. The granularity of allocation is the node.
C. The Workloads
The workloads that we employ in our experiments combine the two applications of Section VI-A with a uniform
distribution. Their minimum size is set to 2 processors, while
the maximum size is 46 for G ADGET 2 and 32 for FT. In
both cases, 300 jobs are submitted. Jobs are submitted from a
single client site; no staging operation is ordered even when
processors are allocated from remote sites.
Regarding Figure 6, the maximum sizes we have chosen
are greater than the sizes for which we have observed the
minimum execution times. This deliberate choice comes from
the following. Applications are not supposed to scale the same
in all of the clusters, which may be heterogeneous. In addition,
users may not be aware of the speedup behavior of their
applications. Hence, the maximum size of a malleable job
should not be the size that gives to the best execution time
of the application in any particular cluster.
For the PRA-based experiments, we have used two following workloads. Workload Wm is composed exclusively of
malleable jobs, while workload Wmr is randomly composed
of 50% of malleable jobs and 50% rigid jobs. In both cases,
inter-arrival time is 2 minutes. Rigid jobs are submitted with
a size of 2 processors, and malleable jobs with an initial size
of 2. In our experiments, KOALA employs the WF policy.

A. Analysis of the PRA approach
Figure 7 compares the FPSMA and EGS policies for malleability management in the context of the PRA approach for
job management, i.e., when jobs are never shrunk. For this
experiment, we have done 4 runs for each combination of a
malleability management policy (one of FPSMA or EGS) and
a workload (either Wm or Wrm ).
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show for each combination how jobs
are distributed with regard to their average and maximum size.
In both figures, with workload Wmr , which has 50% rigid jobs
with only 2 processors, relatively few malleable jobs retain
their initial size of 2 during their execution. In addition, we
observe that among the policies, EGS one tends to give more
processors to the malleable jobs than FPSMA, both in average
and in maximum. Indeed, on the one hand, with FPSMA, short
applications (like FT in our experiments) may terminate before
it is their turn to grow, i.e., before previously started jobs
terminate. They are thus stuck at their minimal size. On the
other hand, EGS makes all jobs grow every time it is initiated.
Hence, even jobs that have been started recently grow, and only
few jobs do not grow beyond their minimal size.
Figures 7(c) and 7(d) show the distributions of the execution
time and the response time, respectively. Two groups of jobs
appear clearly: those with execution times and response times
less than 200 s, and those for which these times are greater
than 400 s. Those two groups correspond to the two applications in the workloads (respectively FT and G ADGET 2).
In both cases, we observe that the Wm workload results in
better performance than the Wmr workload, which means that
malleability makes applications actually perform better.
Figure 7(e) shows the utilization of the DAS3 during a part
of the experiments. With workload Wm with only malleable
jobs, the EGS policy leads to a higher utilization. Indeed, as we
have already observed, this policy tends to make bigger jobs.
For the same reason, the utilization is better with workload
Wm than with Wmr .
Finally, Figure 7(f) shows the activity of the malleability
manager. As can be expected, the number of grow operations
is much higher when all jobs are malleable (workload Wm ). It
is also higher with the EGS policy than with FPSMA. Indeed,
each time the policy is triggered, EGS makes all of the running
malleable jobs grow, while FPSMA only does so with the
oldest ones.
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Comparison between FPSMA and EGS with the PRA approach of job management (no shrinking).

B. Analysis of the PWA approach
Figure 8 compares the FPSMA and EGS policies in the
context of the PWA approach for job management, i.e., when
the scheduler can also shrink jobs. With the PWA approach, the
load of the system has a direct impact on the effectiveness of
the malleability manager. Indeed, if on the one hand the system
is overloaded, all of the jobs are stuck at their minimal size
and malleability management becomes ineffective, while if on
the other hand the system load is low, no job is shrunk and
PWA behaves like PRA. We have therefore used workloads



and Wmr
, which increase the load of the system.
Wm
Figure 8(f) shows that beyond a certain time, the malleability manager becomes unable to trigger any other change than
initial placement of jobs. Similarly, Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show
that many of the jobs are stuck at their minimal size, whatever
the workload and the malleability management policy. This
phenomenon is more pronounced with the EGS policy, which
means that load balancing is achieved as expected.
Figure 8(c) shows that the execution time is almost the
same for the four runs. Most of the G ADGET 2 job have
an execution time of 600s, 30% higher than with PRA. This
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difference results from what we observe about the size of the
jobs. Figure 8(d) shows that the response time is far worse

for the combination of the EGS policy and Wm
workload due
to higher wait time. This result confirms the system overload
observed on Figure 8(e) as a high utilization. Favouring longrunning jobs, FPSMA has reduced enough the execution time
of G ADGET 2 jobs to maintain the load sufficiently low.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented the design and the analysis
with experiments with the KOALA scheduler in our DAS3

testbed of the support and policies for malleability of parallel
applications in multicluster systems. Our experimental results
show that malleability is indeed benficial for performance.
In case of mandatory shrinks as with our PWA policy, we
have considered that it is the responsability of the runner
to enforce shrink operations. We have not experimented the
behavior of the system in case the runner cannot be trusted to
release the reclaimed resources. We plan in addition to study
how to affect malleability management policies in order to
incite applications to react to volunteer shrinks.
In our design, we have not included grow operations that
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are initiated by the applications. This feature is mainly useful
in case the parallelism pattern is irregular, unlike with our
applications. Designing it is however not straightforward.
For instance, it raises the design choice whether such grow
operations can be mandatory or only voluntary, and how much
effort the scheduler should do to accommodate mandatory
grow operations, for instance by shrinking (either mandatorily
or voluntarily) concurrent malleable jobs. Another element that
we have not incorporated in our design and implementation
but that we intend to add is malleability of co-allocated
applications.
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